The zero-cost option structures appeared in 90´s and became popular tool of hedging. They come of combination of standard and also exotic option. The paper deals with the most famous of them -zero-cost collar strategy. It is researched from sales hedging point of view, so the paper proposes an application of the strategy in hedging against an exchange rate drop of the currency at a future date. The goal of paper is certification of theoretical findings in particular option contracts for sales hedging and a financial impact analysis of reached results. The paper shortly devotes also to find out offer of products in zero-cost option area and their availability and expediency for Small and Medium-sized enterprises.
INTRODUCTION
A fluctuation of currency exchange rate means constant risk for the Czech companies. The appreciation of the Czech currency and mainly considerable volatility of exchange rate can lead to significant losses of enterprise value. Exchange rate course in last months has signified the negative impact more on importers but it is not definite for exporters at current change of trend. Both entities will try to hedge against the currency risk. One of the hedging possibilities is using of options, although the forwards are always the most used. This possibility was not often used considering relatively high price of option, by small and middle-sized enterprises then only rarely. However, some companies use options. Zero-cost options account for the largest share of options. An offer of option with zero initial costs, or commonly used zero-cost option, looks attractive for enterprises. Prima facie meets the forwards which suit them, it means a way of hedging without initial costs, but also what they valuate on option, it means absence of obligation to sell or buy an underlying asset at maturity day. A question is whether it is really so advantageous and whether it is able to hedge a risk. The banks offer all series of those and they are individually able to create a structure according to requests of clients. Which particular option structure the company will choose, it depends on its stand on risk, on financial expectation and its estimation of future exchange rate movement. As follows the option structures occur with different profit profile. They use various types of options for it. Because the Czech economy is strongly export directed, this article devotes to option structures and their evaluation from exporters point of view. The goal of this paper is to clarify working of zero-cost collar, to analyse and quantify a financial impact of actual using option in an enterprise. The enterprises can benefit from advantage of zero-cost collar when they use it, it means a limitation of loss at exchange rate drop of the
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This strategy consists of standard currency options, where the underlying asset is foreign currency, for case of currency risk hedging follows due to a possible drop in exchange rate. The strategy will be profitable when exchange rate decreases bellow X1 level at maturity day. However, this profit will be neutralized by decreased value of receivable in foreign currency. The exporter would lose from option strategy in case of strong exchange rate appreciation under level X2, although the value of his receivable in foreign currency would increase on the contrary. The total profitable position (payoff) of both contracts is changed by including the value of receivable (more precisely taking up of long position in contract). Function dependency of profit or loss of this strategy is called "range forward". Described strategy is called not only as range forward, but also as zero-cost collar, zero-cost cylinder, or zero-cost fence. Collars which combine a long put with a short call, reduce the volatility and loss risk by about 65 percent and offer the best return-to-risk-ratios. Zero-cost collars, which combine a put spread with a short call, lower the risk by half as much, but preserve long-term returns. The outright selling of the OTM calls benefits from the same trade-off while forgoing the downside protection of the collars. OTM call strategies show high return-to-risk statistics, but their risk reductions fall short of 30 percent (Dubil, 2010) Short-term exposure seems to be relatively well hedged where considerable evidence of longterm exposure is found (Muller and Verschoor, 2006) . Finley and Pettit (2011) state that symmetrical hedges are ill suited to longer-dated hedge horizons and more volatile underlying assets, which increases the risk of the hedge going underwater. Sophisticated methods of hedging using zero-cost option strategies are proposed, for example Inverse Vertical Ratio Put Spread Strategy in hedging against a price drop of the underlying asset , application of the Short Put Ladder Strategy in hedging against a price drop of the underlying asset and its new way of an option strategy formation , the Short Call Ladder Strategy -new approach to the formation in hedging against a price rise of the underlying asset . Chung et al. (2010) included the standard options and binary options into modified static hedge portfolio to match zero value and zero theta on the barrier at "n" evenly spaced time points. The numerical results indicated that their modified Derman-Ergener-Kani method significantly improves not only the hedging performance but also the speed of convergence to the continuous barrier option price. The sophisticated professional investors play a more dominant role in financial market and they used to. But there is no clear theoretical presumption that the rise of sophisticated investors should necessarily be beneficial to the market efficiency (Stein, 2009) . Not only, it is not clear that the development of sophisticated option strategies is beneficial for financial market but it is not clear also for enterprises. Khil (2010) researched the using of option strategies including Knock-in and Knock-out options in Korean enterprises. Research shows up that if these option holders had assessed the risk levels with and without these options by using standard risk measures, then many option contracts would not have been justifiable from the beginning. Even if a hedging instrument is justifiable at purchase time, its risk level should be continuously assessed. The risk level may change over time.
Even the zero-cost options should not be used automatically. Surprisingly, it is still difficult today for managers to get approval to spend money to buy "insurance". However, "free" insurance does not garner the same level of scrutiny, or require the same levels of approval. It is also reason why collars and participating forwards tend to be the most popular (Finley and Pettit, 2011) .
RESEARCH AND METHODS
When enterprises know currency options and their functionality, then they can use hedging transaction to plan and to mitigate the risk involved in exchange rate fluctuations. To clarify running of sales hedging by zero-cost option it has been chosen a model example of enterprise. There is an example of the Czech exporter enterprise which has a receivable in the amount of EUR 100 000 and sales income from buyer is expected in time T (it can be maturity day, common time of payment by this customer…). This receivable is booked in accounting accordingly accounting rules -the enterprise uses daily exchange rate. When current exchange rate of ČNB is 24,5 EUR/CZK, then the enterprise has the revenue in amount 2 450 000 CZK in accounting. The exporter would need to change EUR for CZK after receiving of payment. To avoid the loss involved in exchange rate fluctuations he decides to hedge by currency option. Because an exporter is expecting decrease in exchange rate he performs: purchase of put option sale of call option. A put is set at 3% below the current exchange rate of CNB, alternatively also 1,5% and 8 %. The maturity was chosen at 3 months, alternatively also 6 and 12 months. The call price is set by the bank so that it equals the value of the put. "Parity" is then said to be achieved. The value of the put and call are about equal and now form a "collar" around the accounting exchange rate. Because both options have equal value there is no premium. The empiric method of scientific research was used. To verify the theoretical findings 5 banks were requested to quote strike in contract, i.e. to determine price of call option to required strike of put option. They should state also market value which they proceed from. Three banks, Citibank, UniCredit Bank a HSBC sent their offer of call strike price. Individual contracts were left to their maturity date. Then the assessment was made. The goal of research was certification of theoretical findings in particular option contracts, certification of hedging purpose fulfilment, which means using of put option. Financial impact of using zero-cost collar has been analysed. Next goal was finding out what offer of product exists, and whether using of zero-cost option is available also for small and medium-sized enterprises. Therefore a short questionnaire was sent to the banks. It focused on conditions of zero-cost option provision. Information was obtained also from the web sites of the banks.
1.
2. Net CF without hedging 00 0 00 000 0 0 00 000 Net CF with hedging 000 000 00 000 000 000 000
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RECEIVABLE HEDGING BY ZERO-COST OPTION
Hedging influence 1 00 0 0 0 0 -0 -10 00 0
TC Transaction costs ExD
Exchange rate difference ExR Exchange rate CF Cash flow S ú Accounting exchange rate (= CNB rate on day of contract) S T Spot rate at maturity BEV Break-even point
In expiration date it can come 7 situations, see Tab. 1. A spot rate level in particular variations is marked S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 , S 6 , S 7 . A calculation of accounting exchange rate difference is simplified, of course first it would be calculated with CNB exchange rate of payment day, then with foreign exchange conversion rate. Here are both exchange differences united. The exchange rate at (time of) invoice issuing is marked S ú .
Hedging influence = payoff/loss from hedging means an amount which a company gets/loses thanks hedging. It is a difference between company profit without hedging and with hedging. Exchange rate loss/profit in accounting is resultant amount of cleared exchange rate differences.
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Net CF is called amount in CZK which enterprise receives after all transactions and deduction by all fees. Break-even point is an exchange rate in amount 25,606 EUR/CZK. In this point there equal profit with hedging and without hedging by options. It is more useful don´t hedge for company from this point.
The option partly covers losses incurred by exchange rate fluctuation to particular level of rate, it decreases the exchange rate from particular level. Then the final profit profile with using of zero-cost option structure looks subsequently:
Fig. 2 -Profit profile collar with receivable including. Source: own research
X 1 strike of put option X 2 strike of call option S 0 market price on day of contract S T exchange rate on the market in time T Actually central part of curve is not so straight as in figure thanks to consideration of transaction costs. 
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The exchange rate occured between strike prices at maturity. So, no option was exercised and the enterprise would sell in current exchange rate. 23,71 EUR/CZK, which means maximum 3 % exchange rate loss, alternatively 22,48 EUR/CZK, which means maximum 8 % exchange rate loss, alternatively 24,10 EUR/CZK, which means maximum 1,5 % exchange rate loss. This value is strike price for put option -X 1 . There was chosen the option strategy of Collar type for this contract. HSBC states market value of 24,44 and the intended loss in % was applied to this market value. Original instruction for the bank was that required percentages should be calculated from CNB exchange rate on the date when the bank evaluates a contract. Due to difference of CNB exchange rate and market value there are final percentages different a little bit. The Bank quoted strike price for particular put strike prices this way:
X 1 ……strike price of put X 2 …… strike price of cal Again, time values of both options equal in this way a closed contract. Quotation corresponds to that put option is more expensive than call. It is obvious that strike price on the level 8 % OTM is quite a lot for short period (3 M). Interval is asymmetric for the enterprise. Upside is small relatively while downside is unpleasant in comparison with forward. Break-even point in first case is an exchange rate in amount of 25,152 EUR/CZK. In this point profit with hedging and without hedging by options are equal. It is more useful to not hedge for a company from this point. The exchange rate occured above strike prices of call option at maturity. The call option was exercised again and the enterprise sold EUR in strike price of 24,60 EUR/CZK. The difference between current spot rate and call strike was even 1,095 CZK. Originally booked revenue on issuing invoice in the amount of CZK 2 449 500 increased after payment and option exercise to 100,43 % of its value., it means by 10 500 CZK. The net cash flow without hedging would be 2 543 359,5 CZK. It would mean increase by 93 860 CZK, so to 103,83 % of original invoice amount. The profit would be higher by 83 359,5 CZK without hedging. It is net loss because of this option strategy using.
4.3 The offer of UniCredit Bank as of date 9.9.2011 -Collar
Starting situation: Receivable in accounting as of September, 9, 2011 100 000 EUR, or 2 443 000 CZK, Exchange rate of ČNB as of September, 9, 2011 24,43 CZK/EUR, Due date of receivable 3 months. The enterprise wants to hedge the receivable by zero-cost option but doesn´t want to sell EUR less than 23,70 EUR/CZK, which means maximum 3 % of exchange rate loss. Due to increase in exchange rate in the last period it doesn´t relinquish possible exchange rate profits and it has evaluated hedging with strike price of put option at 22,48 EUR/CZK, which means 8 % loss. It hedges a big drop in exchange rate. This value is strike price for put option -X 1 . The option strategy of Collar was chosen for this type of contract. UniCredit Bank quotes strike price of call option based on ČNB exchange rate and for particular strikes this way: The exchange rate occured above strike prices of call option at maturity. The call option was exercised and the enterprise sold EUR in strike price 25,12 EUR/CZK. The increase in exchange rate was higher than it was expected. The difference between current spot rate and call strike was even 0,3365 CZK. The put option was not exercised in either one of the researched cases, when it is the main reason of hedging. But call option was exercised in 4 cases, and so the enterprise didn´t realize all the potential exchange rate profit. It is visible that reference exchange rate broke strike price of call option at hedging in the autumn of 2011. It is not enough setting the put option at 8 % OTM at hedging in August, with maturity in November. It shows also asymmetry in bank´s evaluation besides other things, therefore banks include also their expectation into evaluation. Also Black (1973) mentioned this asymmetry. Schmock et al. (2002) states that options with discontinuous payoffs are generally traded above their theoretical Black-Scholes prices because of the hedging difficulties created by their large delta and gamma values. Considering the impossibility of exact forecast exchange rate course how Kráľ (2003) mentioned and as well, asymmetry of evaluation from the bank´s side, the enterprise has a very small chance to exercise the option. In addition, quality of prediction is significantly affected by the forecasting horizon and realized volatility model (Chan, 2010) . Accounting transactions connected with receivable, its payment and exchange to CZK were already indicated in previous examples. When closing of accounts is between date of issuing of invoice and date of its payment, then time difference between revenue and income (cash inflow) of receivable can radically impact on financial statements and amount of financial result in them. The enterprises who choose options (or other derivatives) for hedging can compensate for negative impacts in financial statements. Hedging by options requires also calculation of fair value of derivative and calculation of efficiency which is problem especially for Small and medium-sized enterprises. Big auditor´s companies offer services also in this area but it is not available for most Small and medium-sized enterprises both due to price and due to demands which place these sophisticated process.
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In the paper there was analysed the option structure collar. From it follows that it is better for enterprise to place strike price X1 at minimum OTM to exercise put option on as the smallest change as possible while X2 as much as possible OTM. In order to equalize both premiums it is necessary to adjust the influence on their price. It can be done by 2 ways: To decrease volume of underlying asset -then we are talking about "leveraged" structure.
To decrease number of possible situations (probability) for option exercise -the point is principle of exotic option. Both ways can be combined which banks often applied in their strategies. The combinations can consist of not only vanilla (standard) options but also exotic. Based on the analyse of bank products it is possible to say that the most used options for construction of zero-cost option strategies are barrier options, besides standard put and call option. Sometimes also other types of options are included to the option constructions. One of them is digital option. Most of options, for example previously mentioned barrier options, are cheaper than standard options as call and put. Then banks can offer more advantageous rate. Sometimes in strategy there are included options which are more expensive than standard calls and puts, for example extendible options. Also it shows that not all enterprises can use options. The banks have set in their conditions minimum amount 50 000 EUR (or equivalent in other currency), even 100 000 EUR or 500 000 EUR on structured products. It eliminates small enterprises from using options. Forwards remain them to hedge currency risk. And are they really zero-cost? As for initial fee, than yes. It is necessary to take into consideration that there is necessary general agreement with bank for option trading. It must be covered by collateral. There are also costs of contract processing, expert´s opinions for assets evaluation, opportunity costs influencing of pledge, also of call option sale… Any zero-cost options are not really zero.
CONCLUSION
The paper has demonstrated the usage of zero-cost collar strategy in hedging of sales, it means hedging against the exchange rate drop of currency. It has been presented in model situation where the put strike was defined and Komerční banka, HSBC and UniCredit Bank evaluated the call option. The results show that the put option was not exercised in either one of the researched cases, and so positive effect of hedging didn´t become evident -limitation of loss. The hedging by collar was chosen even in different periods in the same conditions, for differently long period at the same starting situation, or at differently set spread. By contrast, the hedging led, in four out of seven cases, to exercise of call option which means to the limitation of profit. It has resulted in the conclusion that it is difficult for enterprises, especially for small and middle-sized, to set the contract conditions then there particularly exists a small probability of put option exercise. The collar is not the only structure which is possible to set as zero-cost. That is why the research has also shortly applied to the offer of other zero-cost options structures, its accessibility and expediency for the enterprises. It has been found out that an offer of Czech banks in area of
 
Journal of Competitiveness 1 option structures is broad and it is only base for construction of complex derivatives which are created based on needs of client. It is possible to say that considering conditions which a client has to fulfil (mainly contract volume) the offer of complicated, structured financial derivatives refers to big enterprises in particular. It has been also found out that the zero-cost strategies entail costs with it. Except for opportunity costs in form of unrealized profit another costs are fees connected with security and guarantee of contract. It has followed from research that it is important the enterprise should follow its strategy and goals in currency risk management, not be under pressure of banks and other subjects and their concepts how it is necessary to manage risk. Although the zerocost options are attractive for enterprises in last years and they seems to be good "insurance" against exchange rate fluctuation on the market, How the practical examples and other result of research has showed the chance to exercise option to the benefit of enterprise doesn´t have to be big. The enterprise has suffered the loss in the most cases.
